The University of Arizona is proud to present an interactive leadership session specifically for mining professionals

Presented by the Mining Institute for Supervisor Leadership (MISL)

SUPERVISOR LEADERSHIP WORKSHOP – APRIL 22-24, 2015

Join us and experience leadership training designed by mining and safety professionals, specifically for the mining and resource industry.

How are we different… what makes us better?

This unique program focuses on hands-on interactive learning. You will actually practice your new leadership skills.

Session leaders are made up of experienced safety professionals and other leaders from the mining industry including coal, metal/non-metal and aggregates.

After the workshop, you will be assigned a session leader as a mentor for the next 6 months to help you continue building your leadership skills.

Cost: 2.5 day MISL program: $1,795 – includes all MISL materials, breakfasts, and lunches.

Dates: April 22-24, 2015
Note - April 22nd is a half day (starting in the afternoon)

Location: Tucson, Arizona

Don’t Wait! This unique program is limited to 24 registrants. Contact Dr. Eric Lutz at ealutz@email.arizona.edu

For Additional Information: http://miningsh.arizona.edu/MISL
To Register: https://uafoundation.org/NetCommunity/2015zuckmislspringtraining

“The Mining Institute for Supervisor Leadership is absolutely outstanding. Each student is assigned a mentor—so the learning and support continue well beyond the classroom. This is the ‘next evolution’ for preparing supervisors to excel in leadership and safety in the mining industry.”

– Scott “Nemo” Boyes
Safety Manager
Salt River Materials Group/Phoenix Cement Co

“Today the mining industry faces the most challenging phase on the road to zero fatalities. The Mining Institute for Supervisor Leadership is attempting to address the remaining less tractable issues in safety and health. The structure of this program is designed to empower a new generation of leaders to create more effective approaches to mine safety.”

– Mark N. Savit
Mining Litigator
Jackson Lewis